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FIG. 10 
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SEQUENCE DESIGN SUPPORT SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the design of a sequence 
control program used for the control of an apparatus and 
piping system Which is constructed connecting the apparatus 
such as a valve and a tank With piping, and in particular, to a 
sequence design support system Which supports so that its 
sequence design can be done ef?ciently. 

For example, in a manufacturing equipment Which is 
equipped With an apparatus and piping system Which is con 
structed connecting the apparatus (process apparatus) such as 
a valve and a tank With piping, such as a medicine manufac 
ture equipment, the ?oW path condition Which is a condition 
in Which a ?uid such as an ingredient and a product or a Wash 
liquid ?oWs in its apparatus and piping system is supposed to 
be automatically controlled by the sequence control program. 
Such control in the apparatus and piping system is conducted 
as control of an operation of the apparatus such as an open and 
shut operation in the valve. For this reason, in the sequence 
design as a design of the sequence control program, it is 
general that the design of the sequence control program is 
conducted With plan data Which describes the ?oW path con 
dition per time step of the ?uid in the apparatus and piping 
system (hereafter this plan data Will be called a valve pattern 
plan) as original data. For example, a conventional represen 
tative example of such a sequence design is disclosed in a 
patent document 1. 

The “sequence control program input device” of the patent 
document 1 is provided With a process ?oW chart generation 
part, a per scene sequence operation generation part, and a 
sequence control program generation part, and generates a 
process ?oW chart Which shoWs arrangement relationship of 
the apparatus and a physical distribution path successively 
arranging the apparatus and the piping Which are the objects 
of the control on a display screen in the process ?oW chart 
generation part, successively de?nes sequence control opera 
tions for that process ?oW chart and generates the physical 
distribution and apparatus operations in each scene of the 
sequence control operations in the per scene sequence opera 
tion generation part, and generates the sequence control pro 
gram from those sequence control operations (the valve pat 
tern plan) in the sequence control program generation part. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The “sequence control program input device” of JP-A-9 
146617 enhances the automation of the creation of the valve 
pattern plan (a sequence control operation) Which is to be the 
original data of the sequence control program, and makes the 
sequence design to be conducted e?iciently in its oWn Way. 
HoWever, in the “sequence control program input device” of 
JP-A-9-l466l7, it is necessary to create the process ?oW 
chart for the creation of the valve pattern plan, and, it is 
supposed to rely on the hand inputting of the many of the 
Works in the creation of that process ?oW chart, therefore it 
places a heavy burden upon the user. 

The present invention has been invented With the back 
ground of the above-mentioned circumstances, and the 
objects of the present invention is to enhance the automation 
rate of the creation of the valve pattern plan Which is to be the 
original data of the sequence control program, and thereby to 
realiZe a sequence design support system Which supports so 
that the sequence design can be conducted more e?iciently. 

In order to accomplish the above-mentioned objects, the 
present invention provides a sequence design support system 
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2 
Which supports a sequence design as a design of a sequence 
control program Which controls a ?oW path condition of a 
?uid in an apparatus and piping system Which is constructed 
connecting apparatus such as a valve With piping, Which 
comprises a valve pattern plan generation unit Which gener 
ates a valve pattern plan Which is plan data shoWing the ?oW 
path condition per time step of said ?uid in said apparatus and 
piping system from apparatus and piping system plan data 
Which is plan data shoWing said apparatus and piping system 
and a time chart sheet Which is obtained de?ning the condi 
tion of said apparatus in said apparatus and piping system per 
time step. 

In this Way, by making the valve pattern plan to be gener 
ated from the apparatus and piping system plan data and the 
time chart sheet Which are both electronic data, the automa 
tion rate of the creation of the valve pattern plan can be 
enhanced greatly, and thereby the sequence design can be 
conducted more e?iciently. 

In the above-mentioned preferred embodiment of the 
sequence design support system, said valve pattern plan gen 
eration unit is provided With a plan recognition processing 
part and a valve pattern plan generation processing part, and 
said plan recognition processing part individually recogniZes 
the apparatus and the piping or piping group on said apparatus 
and piping system plan data and at the same time generates 
plan recognition data performing plan recognition processing 
Which is processing Which recogniZes the connection rela 
tionship of the individually recogniZed apparatus and the like 
and the relationship of member piping of piping group and the 
like, and said valve pattern plan generation processing part 
generates said valve pattern plan using said plan recognition 
data. 

In such an embodiment, the plan recognition data gener 
ated by the plan recognition processing part effectively func 
tions for the correlation of the apparatus and piping system 
plan data and the time chart sheet, and thereby the automatic 
correlation of the apparatus and piping system plan data and 
the time chart sheet can be conducted more easily and the 
generation of the valve pattern plan can be conducted more 
e?iciently. 

Regarding the above-mentioned sequence design support 
system, it is preferable to provide said valve pattern plan 
generation unit With a ?gure information database Which 
stores ?gure information Which is information about a ?gure 
expression of said apparatus and the piping and the like on 
said apparatus and piping system plan data and provides the 
same to said plan recognition processing part, and to make 
said plan recognition processing at said plan recognition pro 
cessing part to be conducted based on said ?gure information. 
Thereby the plan recognition processing by the plan recog 
nition processing part can be conducted more e?iciently. 

Also, in the above-mentioned preferred embodiment of the 
sequence design support system, said valve pattern plan gen 
eration unit is further provided With a time chart generation 
processing part, and said time chart generation processing 
part is made to generate a time chart sheet form Which is to be 
used for the generation of said time chart sheet from said plan 
recognition data. By alloWing the time chart sheet form to be 
generated using the plan recognition data in this Way, the 
generation of the time chart sheet can be conducted more 
e?iciently. 

Also, in the above-mentioned preferred embodiment of the 
sequence design support system, the generation of said valve 
pattern plan in said valve pattern plan generation processing 
part is supposed to be conducted including processing such as 
?rst searching a piping terminal of Which condition is 
“entrance” based on said plan recognition data, then search 
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ing in order the piping connected to the piping terminal of the 
condition “entrance” and the apparatus connected to that 
piping, further determining the ?oW path condition of the 
?uid in said apparatus and piping system by determining the 
condition of the searched apparatus by said time chart sheet. 
Thereby the generation of the valve pattern plan by the valve 
pattern plan generation processing part can be conducted 
more e?iciently. 

Also, in the above-mentioned preferred embodiment of the 
sequence design support system, said valve pattern plan is 
supposed to be generated in a form of displaying the ?oW path 
condition of the ?uid in said apparatus and piping system by 
the change of the display condition of said piping on said 
apparatus and piping system data. 

Also, in the above-mentioned preferred embodiment of the 
sequence design support system, said valve pattern plan gen 
eration unit is supposed to be further provided With a plan 
recognition data editing processing part to conduct the editing 
of said plan recognition data. By alloWing the editing of the 
plan recognition data to be conducted in this Way, the preci 
sion of the plan recognition data can be improved and the 
sequence design support by the automatic generation of the 
valve pattern plan can be conducted more e?iciently. 

Also, in the above-mentioned preferred embodiment of the 
sequence design support system, said time chart sheet is 
supposed to be formed in a table form Which has a line Which 
arranges each apparatus on said apparatus and piping system 
plan data, a column Which arranges said time step, and a 
de?nition section Where said line and said column cross, and 
the condition of said apparatus is de?ned in said de?nition 
section. The time chart sheet in such a table form makes the 
condition de?nition of the apparatus to be conducted easier. 

According to the present invention as described above, the 
automation rate of the creation of the valve pattern plan Which 
is to be the original data of the sequence control program can 
be enhanced, and thereby the sequence design can be con 
ducted more e?iciently. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram shoWing a con?guration of a sequence 
design support system according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 2 is a diagram shoWing an example of system plan 
data. 

FIG. 3 is a diagram shoWing an example of a time chart 
sheet. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing an example of a valve pattern 
plan. 

FIG. 5 is a diagram shoWing a general ?oW of process in the 
sequence design support system of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram shoWing an example of ?gure informa 
tion about a valve. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram shoWing an example of the ?gure 
information about a piping terminal. 

FIG. 8 is a diagram shoWing an example of the ?gure 
information about a tank. 

FIG. 9 is a diagram shoWing an example of the ?gure 
information about piping. 

FIG. 10 is a diagram shoWing an example of data structure 
of apparatus unit recognition information. 

FIG. 11 is a diagram shoWing an example of data structure 
of piping unit recognition information. 

FIG. 12 is a diagram shoWing an example of data structure 
of piping group unit recognition information. 

FIG. 13 is a diagram shoWing the ?rst half of a ?oW of plan 
recognition data generation processing. 
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4 
FIG. 14 is a diagram shoWing the latter half of the ?oW of 

the plan recognition data generation processing. 
FIG. 15 is a diagram shoWing a ?oW of object recognition 

processing according to the pattern matching method. 
FIGS. 16A and 16B are diagrams explaining terminal point 

position obtaining processing in the pattern matching 
method. 

FIG. 17 is a diagram shoWing an example of an apparatus 
list display screen Which is an apparatus editing screen. 

FIG. 18 is a diagram shoWing an example of a piping group 
list display screen Which is a piping editing screen. 

FIG. 19 is a diagram shoWing a ?oW of basic processing in 
valve pattern plan generation processing. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENT 

An embodiment to implement the present invention Will be 
explained beloW. FIG. 1 shoWs a con?guration of a sequence 
design support system according to one embodiment. A 
sequence design support system 1 is supposed to generate a 
valve pattern plan (valve pattern plan data) Which is plan data 
describing a ?oW path condition per time step of a ?uid such 
as an ingredient and a product or a Wash liquid and the like in 
the apparatus and piping system from apparatus and piping 
system plan data Which is plan data shoWing an apparatus and 
piping system Which is constructed connecting apparatus 
such as a valve and a tank and the like With piping (hereinafter 
it Will be called system plan data) and a time chart sheet (time 
chart sheet data) Which is data of sheet form (table form) 
Which is obtained by that a user (a system user) de?nes a 
condition of the apparatus (operation condition, etc.) per time 
step. Here, the time step means a time step Which has a certain 
time in Which a condition that the ?oW path condition trans 
fers from the present condition to the next condition is estab 
lished as one step. 

For this purpose, the sequence design support system 1 is 
provided With a plan database 2, a valve pattern plan genera 
tion unit 3, a valve pattern plan database 4, and an input/ 
output device 5. 
The plan database 2 functions to store system plan data D1 

of Which example is shoWn in FIG. 2 and to provide the same 
to the valve pattern plan generation unit 3. 
The valve pattern plan generation unit 3 functions to auto 

matically generate a valve pattern plan D3 (of Which example 
is shoWn in FIG. 4) from the system plan data D1 Which is 
fetched from the plan database 2 and a time chart sheet D2 (of 
Which example is shoWn in FIG. 3) Which is created as 
described later, and for this purpose it is provided With a plan 
recognition processing part 11, a ?gure information database 
12, a plan recognition database 13, a plan recognition data 
editing processing part 14, a time chart generation processing 
part 15, and a valve pattern plan generation processing part 
16. 
The plan recognition processing part 11 automatically rec 

ogniZes the system plan data D1 and generates plan recogni 
tion data D4. More speci?cally, the plan recognition process 
ing part 11 conducts the plan recognition of the system plan 
data D1 according to the pattern matching method as 
described later using ?gure information D5 (of Which 
examples are shoWn in FIGS. 6 to 9) stored in the ?gure 
information database 12. In the plan recognition, the appara 
tus and the piping or the piping group and the like on the 
system plan data D1 are individually recogniZed and at the 
same time the connection relationship of the individually 
recognized apparatus and the like and the relationship of 
member piping of the piping group are recognized. Then the 
plan recognition data D4 is generated as system plan data 
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Which is added plan recognition information, that is, as plan 
recognition information added system plan data, by embed 
ding the plan recognition information obtained by this plan 
recognition in the system plan data D1. 

The ?gure information database 12 functions to store the 
?gure information D5 Which is information about the ?gure 
expression on the system plan data D1 and to provide the 
same to the plan recognition processing part 11. 
The plan recognition database 13 functions to store the 

plan recognition data D4 Which the plan recognition process 
ing part 11 generated and to provide the same to the plan 
recognition data editing processing part 14, the time chart 
generation processing part 15, and the valve pattern plan 
generation processing part 16. 

The plan recognition data editing processing part 14 is used 
for that the user edits the plan recognition data D4 as the need 
arises. 

The time chart generation processing part 15 is used for the 
generation of the time chart sheet D2. The generation of the 
time chart sheet D2 is conducted by that the user inputs the 
de?nition of the condition of the apparatus per time step in the 
time chart sheet form Which is automatically generated based 
on the plan recognition data D4 fetched from the plan recog 
nition database 13. 

The valve pattern plan generation processing part 16 auto 
matically generates the valve pattern plan D3 using the time 
chart sheet D2 and the plan recognition data D4. 

The valve pattern plan database 4 is used to store the valve 
pattern plan D3 Which the valve pattern plan generation unit 
3 generated. 

The input/output device 5 is used for that the user inputs 
processing instructions and data necessary for the processing 
and displays an operation screen regarding the processing and 
a processing result, and it includes a keyboard and a mouse for 
the inputting of the processing instructions and data, and a 
display for the display of the operation screen and the pro 
cessing result, etc. 

The above is the basic con?guration of the sequence design 
support system 1. BeloW, it Will be explained about the pro 
cessing conducted in this sequence design support system 1. 
The processing in the sequence design support system 1 
includes each processing of step 101 to step 103 as its ?oW 
shoWn in FIG. 5. 
The step 101 is the plan recognition data generation pro 

cessing in Which the plan recognition processing part 11 
generates the plan recognition data D4, the step 102 is the 
time chart sheet generation processing in Which the time chart 
generation processing part 15 generates the time chart sheet 
D2, and the step 103 is the valve pattern plan generation 
processing in Which the valve pattern plan generation pro 
cessing part 16 generates the valve pattern plan D3 using the 
time chart sheet D2 and the plan recognition data D4. BeloW, 
each processing of these Will be explained in order in detail. 
At the plan recognition data generation processing of the 

step 1 01, the plan recognition data D4 is generated by the plan 
recognition of the system plan data D1 using the ?gure infor 
mation D5 as described above. In explaining the detail of 
these processing, ?rst, it Will be explained about the ?gure 
information D5 and the plan recognition data D4. 

Examples of the ?gure information D5 are shoWn in FIGS. 
6 to 9. Figure information D5-a of FIG. 6 is an example about 
a valve Which is one of the apparatus, ?gure information D5-b 
of FIG. 7 is an example of a piping terminal Which is one of 
the apparatus, ?gure information D5-c of FIG. 8 is an 
example of a tank Which is one of the apparatus, and ?gure 
information D5-d of FIG. 9 is an example of a linear piping 
Which is one of the piping. As seen in these examples, the 
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6 
?gure information D5 is created as a ?le With each kind of 
each kind of apparatus and each kind of piping Which has a 
possibility of appearing in the apparatus and piping system 
plan as unit and it includes each item of “?le name” and 
“?gure data”. In the “?le name”, a name of the kind of each 
kind of apparatus such as a valve, a tank, a piping terminal, 
and the like, and a name of the kind of each king of piping 
such as linear piping, double piping, vent piping, and the like 
is described. On the other hand, in the “?gure data”, a ?gure 
pattern of the apparatus and the piping on the apparatus and 
piping system plan is described. Here, the system plan data 
D1 of the example of FIG. 2 is supposed to include only the 
valves, the tanks, and the piping terminals as an apparatus, but 
the apparatus may include pumps and the like other than 
these. 
The plan recognition data D4 is generated as plan recog 

nition information added system plan data Which can be 
obtained by embedding the plan recognition information gen 
erated at the plan recognition of the system plan data D1 in the 
system plan data D1 as described above. In that plan recog 
nition information, there are three kinds of information such 
as apparatus recognition information, piping recognition 
information, and piping group recognition information. The 
apparatus recognition information is a group of apparatus unit 
recognition information created individually With each appa 
ratus as unit about all of the apparatus included in the system 
plan data D1, the piping recognition information is a group of 
piping unit recognition information created individually 
about all of the piping included in the system plan data D1, 
and the piping group recognition information is a group of 
piping group unit recognition information created individu 
ally about all of the piping groups included in the system plan 
data D1. 
As described above, the plan recognition data D4 is data in 

Which the plan recognition information is added to the system 
plan data D1, and its plan recognition information includes 
the apparatus recognition information Which is a group of the 
apparatus unit recognition information, the piping recogni 
tion information Which is a group of the piping unit recogni 
tion information, and the piping group recognition informa 
tion Which is a group of the piping group unit recognition 
information. 

Examples of the unit recognition information of each of the 
apparatus, the piping, and the piping group are shoWn in 
FIGS. 10 to 12. FIG. 10 shoWs the apparatus unit recognition 
information about a valve A in the system plan data D1 of 
FIG. 2. The apparatus unit recognition information is con?g 
ured including each information item of “apparatus ID”, 
“apparatus kind”, “apparatus name”, and “connected piping 
ID”. In the “apparatus ID”, an ID as identi?cation informa 
tion to individually identify each apparatus on the system plan 
data D1 is Written. The ID Which is to be Written in the 
“apparatus ID” is set by the plan recognition processing part 
11 so that it is different at all of the apparatus on the system 
plan data D1. In the “apparatus kind”, the kind of the appa 
ratus such as a valve, a piping terminal, a tank, etc. is Written. 
In the “apparatus name”, an individual apparatus name (in the 
example of FIG. 2, “valve A”, “tank T”, “piping terminal H”, 
etc.) Which is given to said apparatus on the system plan data 
D1 is Written. In the “connected piping ID”, identi?cation 
information of the piping connected to said apparatus, more 
speci?cally an ID Which is given to the piping as described 
later, is Written. 

FIG. 11 shoWs the piping unit recognition information 
about piping c in the system plan data D1 of FIG. 2. The 
piping unit recognition information is con?gured including 
each information item of “piping ID”, “piping kind”, “piping 
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name”, and “connected apparatus ID”. In the “piping ID”, an 
ID as identi?cation information to individually identify each 
piping on the system plan data D1 is Written. The ID Which is 
to be Written in the “piping ID” is set by the plan recognition 
processing part 11 so that it is different at all of the piping on 
the system plan data D1. In the “piping kind”, the kind of the 
piping such as linear piping, double piping, vent piping, etc. 
is Written. In the “piping name”, an individual piping name (in 
the example of FIG. 2, “piping a”, “piping b”, etc.) Which is 
given to said piping on the system plan data D1 is Written. In 
the “connected apparatus ID”, an apparatus ID Which is given 
as described above of the apparatus to Which said piping is 
connected is Written. 

FIG. 12 shoWs the piping group unit recognition informa 
tion about a piping group G in the system plan data D1 of FIG. 
2. The piping group unit recognition information is con?g 
ured including each information item of “piping group ID”, 
“piping group name”, and “member piping ID”. In the “pip 
ing group ID”, an ID as identi?cation information to individu 
ally identify each piping group on the system plan data D1 is 
Written. The ID Which is to be Written in the “piping group ID” 
is set by the plan recognition processing part 11 so that it is 
different at all of the piping groups on the system plan data 
D1. Here, the piping group means the piping Which is sur 
rounded by the apparatus and is grouped. In the case of the 
example of FIG. 2, a group of piping “piping b, piping c, 
piping d” Which is surrounded by valve A, valve B, valve C, 
and valve D becomes one piping group. In the “piping group 
name”, an individual piping group name Which is given to 
said piping group on the system plan data D1 is Written. In the 
“member piping ID”, an ID of the piping Which is a member 
of said piping group is Written. 

The plan recognition information such as the above is 
embedded in the system plan data D1, and thereby the plan 
recognition data D4 is generated as plan recognition informa 
tion added system plan data. The embedding of the plan 
recognition information to the system plan data D1 is con 
ducted by Writing the plan recognition information in an 
attribute information section Which the system plan data D1 
has. More speci?cally, as the attribute information section in 
Which the attribute information per object can be recorded is 
individually added to the object (individual apparatus and 
piping) on the system plan data D1, the embedding of the plan 
recognition information to the system plan data D1 is con 
ducted by Writing the apparatus unit recognition information, 
the piping unit recognition information, and the piping group 
unit recognition information corresponding to the object in 
this attribute information section per object. 

Next, the plan recognition data generation processing at the 
step 101 Will be explained. The plan recognition data genera 
tion processing includes each processing of step 201 to step 
220 as its ?oW shoWn in FIGS. 13 and 14. 

The step 201 to step 206 are the plan recognition process 
ing about the apparatus. At the step 201, the ?gure informa 
tion of the apparatus, more speci?cally a ?gure pattern stored 
in the ?gure data of the ?gure information of the apparatus, 
and the form of the object on the system plan data D1 are 
compared, and the object of Which form matches the ?gure 
information (the ?gure pattern) of the apparatus is searched 
and recognized (apparatus object recognition processing by 
form comparison). This apparatus object recognition pro 
cessing by form comparison is the processing according to 
the pattern matching method. The pattern matching method is 
a method Which grasps the ?gure pattern in the ?gure infor 
mation at the terminal points of the line segment included in 
it, and recognizes the object on the system plan data D1 based 
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8 
on the relative position relationship of its terminal points, and 
it includes each processing of step 301 to step 305 as shoWn in 
FIG. 15. 
At the step 301, about the ?gure pattern of the ?gure 

information, the terminal point positions of all of the line 
segments included in it are found (terminal point position 
obtaining processing of the ?gure pattern). At the terminal 
point position obtaining processing of the ?gure pattern, as 
shoWn in FIG. 16A as an example of the ?gure pattern of the 
?gure information DS-a of FIG. 6, a center point of frame F in 
the ?gure pattern, that is a ?gure center point S, is found, and 
the positions of each of terminal points E1 to E8 of each line 
segment is found as relative positions to its ?gure center point 
S. This corresponds to ?nd coordinates values of each of the 
terminal points E1 to E8 on the coordinates With the ?gure 
center point S as the origin. 
At the step 302, about the object on the system plan data, 

the terminal point positions of all of the line segments 
included in it are found (terminal point position obtaining 
processing of the object). At the terminal point position 
obtaining processing of the object, as shoWn in FIG. 16B as an 
example about the valveA in the system plan data D1 of FIG. 
2, a center point of outline L in the object (the valve A), that 
is an object center point s, is found, and the positions of each 
of terminal points e1 to e8 of each line segment is found as 
relative positions to its object centerpoint s. This corresponds 
to ?nd coordinates values of each of the terminal points e1 to 
e8 on the coordinates With the object center point s as the 
origin. 
At step 303, the terminal points E1 to E8 in the ?gure 

pattern and the terminal points e1 to e8 in the object are 
compared regarding each position (terminal point position 
comparison processing). In the terminal point position com 
parison processing, the difference of the positions of the 
terminal points E1 to E8 and the positions of the terminal 
points e1 to e8 is taken. Here, the terminal point position 
comparison processing is conducted in the condition in Which 
the sizes of the frame F and the outline L are adjusted. 

At step 304, it is determined Whether the difference of the 
terminal point positions found at the step 303 is no more than 
the predetermined threshold or not (determination processing 
of the terminal point position difference), and if its determi 
nation result is positive, said object is recognized as an appa 
ratus (a valve, a piping terminal, a tank, etc.) or piping (linear 
piping, double piping, vent piping, etc.) of the ?gure infor 
mation (recognition processing of the object) at the step 305. 

Regarding the object recognition processing according to 
the pattern matching method as the above, processing to 
correspond to the cases such as When the apparatus is 
described sideWays in the system plan data and When it is 
described on its side can be added. More speci?cally, it is 
supposed to ?nd the relative position of each terminal point to 
the center point With the ?gure pattern in the ?gure informa 
tion is tilted With a certain angle, and to also use this tilted 
condition terminal point position in the terminal point posi 
tion comparison processing. 

Also, previous to the terminal point position comparison 
processing, it can be arranged to conduct simple form recog 
nition by the comparison of terminal point number. Namely, 
the object Which has the different terminal point number is 
supposed to be neither apparatus nor piping of the ?gure 
information, and only the object Which has the same terminal 
point number is supposed to be the object of the terminal point 
position comparison processing. Thereby the processing e?i 
ciency can be enhanced. 

Returning to FIG. 13, at the step 202, the result of the object 
recognition processing of the step 201 is determined. More 










